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About This Game

Sports nuts, this one’s for you. The classic YDKJ Sports pack is back, featuring sporty host Guy Towers!

Think you know everything about football, basketball, baseball, or hockey? How about tennis, volleyball, golf, or lawn darts?
Then light up the scoreboard with YOU DON’T KNOW JACK Sports – it’s YDKJ all hopped up on 'roids! So put in your

mouthguard, adjust your cup, and get ready. Play ball… er, trivia!
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you don't know jack sports

This is the first of a few You Don't Know Jack games that tack on a particular theme, which in this case is sports. Once again,
the overall style and format is the same as volumes 1 and 2, the only real difference being in content of trivia. Rather than
presenting a host of general trivia, the bulk of questions have to do with sports. Comedy is still a good part of this game, but I
don't think anyone beyond sports buffs will be able to make any impression on the scoreboard. Overall, I wouldn't suggest
buying this on its own. Instead, it would be best to purchase it in the Classic Pack along with eight other YDKJ games. My
recommendation here is conditional on that, otherwise I think it would be a poor purchase.. I know nothing about sports. I do
know You Don't Know Jack. A game where losing is still fun!. ahh the good ole days of YDKJ!! i feel like im 19 again!. Pretty
much only american sports.... 1.5 Million dollars in debt to Cookie Masterson.
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1.5 Million dollars in debt to Cookie Masterson.

10\/10. Annoying question transitions and mostly off-topic questions that barely have anything to do with sports half the time.
Don't get this.. ahh the good ole days of YDKJ!! i feel like im 19 again!. https:\/\/youtu.be\/VygozSkNP4Q

Stick with the most recent releases, trivia games don't age well.. Negatory. NCAA record holder - Jack Taylor. I do know Jack
sports.. Annoying question transitions and mostly off-topic questions that barely have anything to do with sports half the time.
Don't get this.. Another Win95 promoware CD-Rom Trivia game I used to play back in the day when I was young.
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